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Abstract

Structured interviews often feature past‐behavior questions, where applicants are

asked to tell a story about past work experience. Applicants often experience

difficulties producing such stories. Automatic analyses of applicant behavior in

responding to past‐behavior questions may constitute a basis for delivering feedback

and thus helping them improve their performance. We used machine learning

algorithms to predict storytelling in transcribed speech of participants responding to

past‐behavior questions in a simulated selection interview. Responses were coded as

to whether they featured a story or not. For each story, utterances were also

manually coded as to whether they described the situation, the task/action

performed, or results obtained. The algorithms predicted whether a response

features a story or not (best accuracy: 78%), as well as the count of situation, task/

action, and response utterances. These findings contribute to better automatic

identification of verbal responses to past‐behavior questions and may support

automatic provision of feedback to applicants about their interview performance.

K E YWORD S
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Practitioner points

• Past‐behavior questions constitute a best practice in selection interviews.

• Past‐behavior questions invite applicants to tell a story about what they did in a

past work‐related situation.

• Applicants often fail to produce stories, and when they do, they tend to focus on

describing the situation rather than what they did and what results they obtained.

• Coaching may help them improve their responses but is costly.

• Using machine learning, we accurately predict storytelling responses to past‐

behavior questions and their narrative content from transcripts of applicant

responses.

• It is feasible to design systems for automatic delivery of feedback to applicants to

improve their responses to past‐behavior questions.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Structured behavioral interviews constitute the state‐of‐the‐art in

selection interview practice. They evidence high predictive validity and

are gaining traction in many organizations worldwide (Kantrowitz et al.,

2018; Levashina et al., 2014; Motowidlo et al., 1992; Roulin, 2017;

Roulin et al., 2012; Turner, 2004). Structured interviews often feature

past‐behavior questions, where applicants are asked to describe their

actions in a past work situation. Past‐behavior questions constitute

invitations to the applicant to tell a story (Ralston et al., 2003).

Recruiters score their responses using rating scales to investigate skills,

abilities, and previous performance of applicants. However, applicants

have difficulties producing good stories on demand, often resorting to

pseudostories, that is, abstract, generic descriptions of situations.

When they do tell stories, they tend to describe situations in some

detail, but often neglect to describe tasks, actions, and results obtained

(Bangerter et al., 2014). The fact that applicants differ widely in the

extent to which they produce good stories in response to past‐

behavior questions may limit the validity of structured interviews. It is

therefore important to help applicants improve their question‐

answering behavior in order for recruiters to be able to appropriately

evaluate applicants' characteristics. Coaching‐based interventions

involving delivery of tailored feedback to applicants based on manual

analyses of their prior question‐answering performance (Maurer &

Solamon, 2006; Maurer et al., 2008; Ralston et al., 2003) have been

developed, but they are costly.

The current study uses machine learning algorithms to automati-

cally identify whether a response to a past‐behavior question

constitutes a story or not, and if so, what narrative elements

(discourse about situation, task, action, or results) it contains. Our

findings can be used to evaluate applicants' responses to past‐

behavior questions or to generate automatic feedback to help train

applicants to provide better answers.

2 | BEHAVIORAL INTERVIEWING
AND STORYTELLING RESPONSES TO
PAST‐BEHAVIOR QUESTIONS

Interviews are among the most widely used selection tools to

measure a range of constructs (Huffcutt et al., 2001). Their predictive

validity varies as a function of the interview structure. Structured

interviews can attain high levels of validity (Huffcutt & Arthur, 1994;

Wiesner & Cronshaw, 1988). The behavioral interview is a kind of

structured interview centered around the use of behavioral ques-

tions. These can be either past‐behavior questions or situational

questions (Motowidlo, 1999). Both involve asking applicants ques-

tions about their actions in work situations. Past‐behavior questions

ask applicants to describe what they did in a work situation in the

past. An example is Can you tell me about an occasion where you had to

put aside your own work to help a colleague? Situational questions ask

applicants to imagine a fictitious work situation and describe what

they would do in it (e.g., Imagine you received a phone call from a client

who has a question about their contract. What do you do in such a

situation?). Applicants' answers are then rated using behaviorally

anchored rating scales, which provide raters with definitions and

examples of different response levels (e.g., poor, average, or good

responses). There is ample evidence for the validity of applicants'

responses to behavioral questions in predicting future work

performance (Taylor & Small, 2002).

Past‐behavior questions constitute invitations to applicants to

tell a story. Good stories will reveal information about the typical

behavior (Klehe & Latham, 2006), personality, or values (Ralston

et al., 2003) of the narrator. They constitute a primary means by

which applicants engage in impression management (Stevens &

Kristof, 1995). Good storytelling performances may index desirable

personal characteristics like charisma or leadership (Sharma & Grant,

2011). At a minimum, a story should proceed from a description of

the initial situation to the actions of the applicant and the results

obtained. Indeed, a mnemonic device used by recruiters and

applicants to organize or evaluate stories is “STAR” (situation, task,

action, result; Kessler, 2006).

Good storytelling is a complex task (Tross & Maurer, 2008).

Applicants do not always produce stories in response to past‐

behavior questions. They often resort to pseudostories, generic and

abstract descriptions of typical work situations. When they do

produce stories focused on a specific episode, they tend to focus on

describing the initial situation but neglect to describe their actions in

detail, or the results attained by those actions (Bangerter et al., 2014).

This may be due to the difficulties in finding a maximally relevant

example to narrate under the stressful conditions of the interview

(Brosy et al., 2016; Huffcutt et al., 2017). Providing applicants with

information about upcoming past‐behavior questions does not seem

to help them, but interviewer probing improves story production and

fosters a more balanced combination of narrative elements (STAR) in

applicants' stories (Brosy et al., 2020).

Coaching‐based interventions may also help improve applicants'

response behavior (Maurer & Solamon, 2006; Maurer et al., 2008). A

training program for past‐behavior questions showing applicants how

to use the STAR method improved their performance (Tross &

Maurer, 2008), as did a program featuring image‐based narrative

intervention (Lukacik et al., 2022). Such programs are based on a

mixture of lectures, discussions, exercises, role‐play, practice, and

feedback. Their drawback is that they are costly and time‐consuming,

often requiring the services of an expert coach or counselor. Thus,

there is potential for using automatic analyses of applicant responses

as a basis for delivering feedback as part of a training program, to

save time or to partly or fully automate the coaching process.

3 | MACHINE LEARNING ANALYSES OF
APPLICANT BEHAVIOR IN INTERVIEWS

The advent of audio‐ and video‐recorded interviews, for example, in

the format of aysnchronous video interviews (AVIs; Lukacik et al.,

2022) opens new avenues for the automatic analysis of applicant
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behavior, especially coupled with machine learning (Liem et al., 2018).

Videorecorded selection interviews provide a rich set of applicant

data for potential analysis: Head and upper‐body video of applicants

as well as a speech signal that can be processed for prosodic cues or

recognition of words, thereby paving the way for various kinds of

content analysis. Machine learning analyses of applicant behaviors

typically fall in the domain of supervised machine learning, where the

goal is to find a function relating inputs (or observations, or features)

to outputs (or predicted outcomes, or labels) in a way that is both

effective and that generalizes to other data (Liem et al., 2018).

Machine learning proceeds from a training phase to a test phase

using various algorithms (e.g., support vector machines, decision

trees, or neural networks).

Several studies have investigated the potential of machine

learning for supporting hiring decisions, by predicting outcomes like

hireability or personality from applicants' responses to past‐behavior

questions in either simulated or real interviews (e.g., Biel et al., 2013;

Chen et al., 2017; Hickman, Bosch, et al., 2022; Muralidhar et al.,

2016; Naim et al., 2018; Nguyen et al., 2014; Rupasinghe et al., 2016;

Suen et al., 2020). Nguyen et al. (2014) video‐recorded mock face‐to‐

face interviews with a human interviewer and applicant. They

predicted hireability from a combination of applicant visual (e.g.,

nodding, smiling) and audio features (speaking activity, prosody) as

well as relational cues (combinations of behavior from both applicant

and interviewer). Hickman, Bosch, et al. (2022) predicted personality

from a combination of linguistic inquiry and word count (LIWC)

variables, n‐grams, and paraverbal and nonverbal behaviors.

Studies have also developed algorithm‐based systems automatically

analyzing behavioral parameters to train interviewees (e.g., Gebhard

et al., 2019; Heimerl et al., 2022; Hoque et al., 2013; Langer et al., 2016;

Lin‐Stephens et al., 2022). Langer et al. (2016) automatically recorded

interviewees' nonverbal behavior, which was then fed back to them in

terms of behavioral recommendations. The intervention helped

interviewees reduce interview anxiety and improved performance and

perceived hireability. Heimerl et al. (2022) used a combination of

automatically extracted facial and body behavioral features and

conversational cues (turn‐taking computed from vocal cues) to generate

textual feedback via a generative adversarial network (GAN)‐based

approach. Few studies have focused on feedback related to how

applicants should modulate what they say, that is, their verbal behavior,

even though the effect of verbal behavior on employment decisions is at

least as important as those of nonverbal or paraverbal behavior (Burnett

& Motowidlo, 1998; Hollandsworth et al., 1979; Rasmussen, 1984). No

study we are aware of has tried to automatically analyze storytelling

responses to past behavior questions for purposes of designing tailored

coaching feedback.

4 | THIS STUDY

Machine learning analyses of applicant responses to past‐behavior

questions could help applicants, for example, by detecting (in)

appropriate responses to provide feedback and improve future

performance. The current study intends to further link behavioral

interviewing and machine learning interview research. The key

element that is missing is the identification of appropriate verbal

responses to past‐behavior questions, especially storytelling. The

goal of this study is thus to compare a suite of algorithms to detect

the presence or absence of storytelling and their narrative elements

from transcribed speech.

The setup of the study and its different steps are depicted in

Figure 1. Data for this study is drawn from an experimental job

interview simulation. Participants played the role of applicants,

answering four past‐behavior questions each. Responses were

videorecorded and transcribed, and transcripts were preprocessed

into a format enabling automatic content analysis. We manually

coded two sets of labels (see Figure 1), that we tried to predict using

maching learning. First, each response was coded as to whether it

featured a story or not. Second, each story was decomposed into

utterances to assess its narrative elements. Each utterance was

manually coded as to whether it described the situation, the task or

an action undertaken by the participant, or results obtained. This

yielded a score (number of utterances) for situation, task/action, and

result per story told (i.e., each of these scores constitutes a label we

attempted to predict).

We then automatically computed features to predict the labels

(see Figure 1). This was done in two ways. First, we used the LIWC

package (Pennebaker et al., 2015) and its dictionaries to build

features. Second, we computed TF‐IDF (term frequency‐inverse

document frequency) scores, a measure of a term's relative

importance in a corpus, as a further set of features (Ramos, 2003).

Finally, we applied different machine learning algorithms to

predict the labels (story/not story; counts of STAR) from the features

(see Figure 1). Predictions of storytelling (story/not story) relied on

support vector machines and random forest algorithms, and predic-

tions of STAR counts relied on random forests, bagged classification

and regression trees (CART), and partial least squares (PLS).

5 | METHOD

5.1 | Participants

There were 102 French‐speaking participants (58% women, Mage =

29.1, SD = 9.5). Half were students and were recruited on campus.

The other half were professionals and were recruited by email.

Students had <5 years of professional experience and professionals

had >5 years of professional experience. Participants held higher‐

education degrees in fields covering the humanities and human

sciences or were studying toward such degrees.

5.2 | Procedure

Participants were recruited for a mock job interview in French in a

laboratory setting. Recruitment incentives included a combination of

BANGERTER ET AL. | 3
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personal coaching and monetary incentives. Participants completed a

consent form and an online questionnaire and reviewed a job

advertisement for a fictitious position corresponding to their sector

of activity. About 1 week later, they came to the lab for the interview.

They were briefed about the study by a trained experimenter, who

also played the role of interviewer. They then were handed the job

advertisement again, and had a few minutes to prepare for the

interview. The interview consisted of two introductory self‐

presentation questions (Could you present yourself in a few words?

What are your skills and knowledge that could be of interest to us?),

followed by four past‐behavior questions: (1) Tell me about a situation

in which you had to participate in a project with people whose ideas

differed from yours, (2) Describe to me a situation where you took an

initiative that you managed to bring to completion, (3) Can you tell me

about a situation in which you had to manage several tasks in parallel?,

and (4) Give me an example of an unexpected situation you had to deal

with that forced you to reorganize work already planned. Interviewers

listened and took notes during the interview, produced backchannels

(e.g., mhm, okay), but did not ask probe questions or provide further

information, unless prompted by the participants' requests for

clarification. The questions were selected because of the relevance

of the assessed competencies to all activity sectors targeted by the

job advertisements prepared for the study. Interviews were

videorecorded (with frontal or 45° offset view of the participants).

After the interview, participants filled in additional questionnaires

and forms, were debriefed and paid, and received the promised

coaching tips.

5.3 | Data preparation

5.3.1 | Transcription and preprocessing

Responses were originally transcribed verbatim from the video files,

including hesitations, repetitions (e.g., “pre‐pre‐presentation”) and

truncated words as well as comments, which were indicated between

parentheses. The transcripts were then preprocessed in R. This

included the removal of comments, that is, content between

parentheses and the parentheses, replacement of dashes in truncated

words with spaces, replacement of multiple spaces by one space and

the homogenization of hesitations to a form recognized by LIWC in

French (Piolat et al., 2011). We used a French‐language stemming

procedure (Benesty, 2019; based on Savoy, 1999) to reduce the

vocabulary size of the TF‐IDF features and thus dimensionality of the

feature set (Hickman, Thapa, et al., 2022). There were 345 TF‐IDF

features after stemming. Because stemming may potentially collapse

valid differences between words, we did not use stemming on the

LIWC features.

F IGURE 1 Setup and different steps of the study.

4 | BANGERTER ET AL.
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5.3.2 | Manual coding of labels: Storytelling
and STAR

Each response to each question (mean word count 201.6, median =

171, SD = 123.1) was coded for the presence or absence of a story by

a main coder (the data set consists of four responses per participant,

that is, 408 responses). A story was defined as a series of events

related in a single past episode, characterized by a unity of time or

action and linked together by time markers, that is, events are

reported as being temporally or causally consistent and depict a

specific situation (Bangerter et al., 2014). Interrater agreement (two

coders) of this coding scheme was previously shown to be high based

on double‐coding of 40 responses in a similar corpus (see Tescari

et al., 2020), Cohen's kappa = 0.75 for story/not story. The transcripts

featuring stories were further segmented into utterances and each

utterance was coded for the STAR narrative elements by several

different coders. We collapsed task and action into one category

because they were difficult to distinguish. Interrater agreement was

previously established (see Tescari et al., 2020) as high, based on

double‐coding by two different coders of another, similar data set.

Because narrative elements are counts, interrater agreement is

expressed as correlation coefficients (all rs for S, T/A, and R > 0.77).

5.3.3 | Features: Automatic content analysis
using LIWC

Automatic content analysis of participants' answers was performed

using LIWC 2015 (Pennebaker et al., 2015). We used the French

LIWC dictionary (Piolat et al., 2011), which provides coding of words

in 64 categories, including, for example, emotions, social words,

cognitive mechanisms, or personal concerns. Each word can be coded

in several categories. LIWC returns, for each applicant's response, the

proportion of words in each of the categories. LIWC also returns

other categories, such as the number of words the number of words

of six letters or more, or the percentage of words featured in the

used dictionary.

5.3.4 | Features: TF‐IDF

TF‐IDF is a statistic that reflects the importance of a term in the

document (here, a document is the transcript of each participant's

response). TF‐IDF weights the frequency of the different terms in

each document by their inverse frequency in the corpus (Salton &

Buckley, 1988). The term‐document matrix, which describes the

frequency of terms (columns) in each document (rows), was

computed from the texts constituted by participants' responses.

Terms were words, compound words, and expressions typically

written without space (e.g., est‐ce in French). We trimmed the terms

to be used: Terms with a frequency higher than 90% or lower than

5% of the number of documents were removed. Thus, the probability

of a word being included in the trimmed term‐document matrix was

independent of the frequency of other words. Finally, TF‐IDF

measures were computed for each remaining term (Salton & Buckley,

1988). Note that TF‐IDF features can potentially overlap with the

LIWC features described in the previous subsection. For example,

“ce” (this) is both a TF‐IDF feature and included in the LIWC category

of PRONOUN. However, the actual overlap between these sets of

features is low. The average of the absolute values of all correlations

between all TF‐IDF features and all LIWC categories is r = 0.047.

5.4 | Analyses

Our primary analyses consist of using machine learning algorithms to

predict the labels from the features (see Figure 1). We are thus in the

domain of supervised machine learning (Liem et al., 2018). In

supervised machine learning, predicting binary variables constitutes

a classification task, whereas the prediction of a numerical variable

constitutes a regression task (Mayor, 2015). We used 10‐fold nested

cross‐validation for estimating the performance of models. Nested

cross‐validation separates information used for hyperparameter

tuning from information about model accuracy, hence reducing the

risk of overestimating accuracy (Hickman, Bosch, et al., 2022).

Because the goal of machine learning analyses is to maximize

predictive quality (Liem et al., 2018), we tested different algorithms

and report results for those that performed best.

5.4.1 | Prediction of storytelling

This is a classification task (Liem et al., 2018): Predicting the binary

classification of whether a response contained a story or not from the

features. We combined LIWC and TF‐IDF features with word count

of the response and number of words >6 letters as additional

features and trained machine learning models on them. We used

support vector machines and random forest algorithms in Python

using the Scikit‐Learn package (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Standard

machine learning practices (including preprocessing of data with z‐

score normalization) and nested 10‐fold cross‐validation as described

above were applied. To understand the contribution of various

features towards a classification result, we used the variable

importance (varImp) metric provided by Scikit‐learn.

5.4.2 | Prediction of STAR counts

This is a regression task (Liem et al., 2018): Predicting the counts of

situation (S), task/action (T/A), or results (R) from features. We report

results for three different combinations of features: (1) LIWC

features, (2) TF‐IDF features, and (3) both (all features). We ran

analyses in R using the procedure for 10‐fold nested cross‐validation

provided in Appendix A of Hickman, Bosch, et al. (2022) after

removing cases with missing values. We report results from the three

algorithms which fared best in analyses: random forests (caret

BANGERTER ET AL. | 5
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method: parRF), bagged CART; (caret method: treebag), and partial

least squares (Abdi, 2010; caret method).

6 | RESULTS

6.1 | Prediction of storytelling

Manual coding revealed that participants produced stories in

response to past‐behavior questions 63% of the time. In Table 1,

we report five performance measures for both algorithms for each

fold and overall (mean). The first is accuracy, which is the percentage

of correct classification of a response. Accuracy may be less

informative when the data is skewed, for example, when a binary

distribution differs strongly from parity. In such cases, a naïve

classifier which simply classifies all cases as positives will automati-

cally attain high accuracy (e.g., in our data, such a classifier would

correctly identify stories 63% of the time). Thus, other performance

measures are potentially relevant. The second performance measure

is precision or positive predictive value, that is, the number of true

positives (i.e., responses classified as stories by the human coders)

divided by the number of positive classifications by the algorithm

(which is the number of true positives plus the number of false

positives). Precision is useful when the cost of false positive

identifications (classifying a response as a story when it is not) is

high. The third performance measure is recall or the true positive

rate, which is the number of true positives divided by the sum of true

positives and false negatives. Recall is useful when the cost of false

negative identifications (classifying a response as not a story when it

is) is high. Optimizing both precision and recall is the purpose of the

fourth performance measure, F1, which is the harmonic mean of

precision and recall (Sokolova & Lapalme, 2009). In our case, there is

no reason to assume the costs of false negatives and false positives

are different. Finally, we also report specificity, which is the

proportion of negative predictions that are correct. This metric is

relevant in training applications where corrective feedback would be

given to applicants who do not produce a story.

In our data, random forest overall accuracy was 78%, and

support vector machine overall accuracy was 70%. Random forest

accuracy is thus substantially higher than the naïve classifier accuracy

of 63%, while support vector machine accuracy is slightly higher.

Overall, random forest performs better (but support vector machine

is better on specificity). Specificity has the lowest values.

Table 2 depicts the features that contributed most towards the

classification of story/not story. Specific French stems are indicated in

italics, with their English translations (if the stems are translatable) in

parentheses. LIWC categories are indicated in capitals and correspond

to the English names for the French categories used in the analyses (e.g.,

THIRD PERS SINGULAR is a LIWC category abbreviation comprising

third‐person singular terms like she, her, or him). For both algorithms,

past‐tense verb conjugations like ai (had), dû (had to), or était (were)

were among the features most predictive of storytelling, followed by

numbers. Further predictive features include auxiliary verbs and

pronouns (je, as evidenced in the stem j), which are related to a

“dynamic” language style featuring personal narratives (Pennebaker

et al., 2014) and social, cognitive, and affective processes.

6.2 | Prediction of STAR counts

Manual coding revealed that stories contained on average 8.1 utterances

(SD=5.9) describing the situation, 6.8 utterances (SD=5.8) describing

tasks/action, and 2.2 utterances (SD=2.4) describing results. Table 3

displays performance measures for each algorithm for predicting the

TABLE 1 Performance measures for predicting storytelling by fold and overall for random forest and support vector machines, using all
features.

Random forest Support vector machine
Fold Acc Prec Recall F1 Spec Acc Prec Rec F1 Spec

0 0.78 0.76 0.92 0.83 0.59 0.78 0.83 0.79 0.81 0.76

1 0.78 0.74 1.00 0.85 0.40 0.71 0.73 0.85 0.79 0.47

2 0.85 0.87 0.93 0.90 0.67 0.63 0.79 0.65 0.72 0.58

3 0.83 0.77 1.00 0.87 0.61 0.71 0.69 0.87 0.77 0.50

4 0.70 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.50 0.65 0.77 0.71 0.74 0.50

5 0.70 0.63 0.95 0.76 0.45 0.70 0.68 0.75 0.71 0.65

6 0.85 0.86 0.97 0.91 0.44 0.82 0.87 0.90 0.89 0.56

7 0.78 0.69 0.95 0.80 0.62 0.63 0.58 0.74 0.65 0.52

8 0.80 0.79 0.96 0.87 0.42 0.73 0.87 0.71 0.78 0.75

9 0.75 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.55 0.65 0.78 0.72 0.75 0.45

Mean 0.78 0.77 0.93 0.84 0.52 0.70 0.76 0.77 0.76 0.57

Abbreviations: Acc, accuracy; prec, precision; spec, specificity.

6 | BANGERTER ET AL.
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utterance count of situation, task/action, and result, for LIWC features,

TF‐IDF features, and all features combined. As performance measures,

we report root mean square error (RMSE), Pearson's r, and mean absolute

error (MAE). Performance is higher when r increases, and when RMSE

and MAE are minimized. Table 3 suggests the best performance for

predicting the number of situation or task/action utterances is attained

for TF‐IDF features and PLSs. The best performance for predicting the

number of results utterances is attained for all features using bagged

CART. Moreover, the substantial r values for predicting the number of

situation and task/action utterances suggest that predictive performance

for these utterance types is better than for utterances about results.

Tables 4–6 display feature importance for algorithms (using all

features combined) for predicting the situation (Table 4), task/action

(Table 5), and results (Table 6) utterance counts. Features predictive

of situation utterances include et, que, articles, conjunctions (as a

LIWC category as well as single exemplars like donc), but also words

related to cognitive processes, the past tense, and anxiety. Features

predictive of task/action utterances include et, de, articles, conjunc-

tions (as a LIWC category as well as single exemplars like donc), as

well as causal language, which is present as a LIWC category, but also

evident in constituents of phrases like pour que (to). Features

predictive of results utterances include temporal adverbs (e.g.,

quand), affective processes, expressions of success (réussi), as well

as words related to relativity in LIWC (movement, time, and space).

7 | DISCUSSION

The goal of the current study was to contribute to the automatic

analysis of applicant verbal behavior in structured behavioral inter-

views for training purposes. Because the core feature of behavioral

TABLE 2 Features and weights for predicting storytelling for
random forest and support vector machines.

Random forest Support vector machine

Feature Weight Feature Weight

PAST TENSE 0.0478 dû (had to) 1.5929

était (was) 0.0410 NUMBER 1.0988

et (and) 0.0183 a (has) 1.0124

avait (had) 0.0169 peu 0.9661

WORD COUNT 0.0150 etud 0.9501

j 0.0144 INSIGHT 0.9373

AFFECTIVE PROCESSES 0.0139 SOCIAL PROCESSES 0.8766

PRESENT TENSE 0.0132 dire (say) 0.8439

pour (for) 0.0132 et (and) 0.8415

a (has) 0.0126 travaille (work) 0.8030

NUMBER 0.0116 passer (pass) −0.7458

dû (had to) 0.0112 quotidien (everyday) −0.7529

ai (have) 0.0111 puisqu (since) −0.7626

SPACE 0.0097 les (the) −0.7922

CERTAINTY 0.0094 TIME −0.8369

VERBS 0.0092 differente (different) −0.9030

EXCLUSIVE 0.0091 voir (see) −0.9765

TENTATIVE 0.0090 où (where) −1.0438

MOVEMENT 0.0089 dossier (dossier) −1.0449

TIME 0.0088 foi −1.1434

Note: Original French stems in italics, English translations in parentheses
wherever the stem is interpretable, LIWC categories (English) in capitals.

TABLE 3 Performance of different algorithms in the prediction of situation, task/action, and result (STAR), using LIWC features, TF‐IDF
features, and all features.

Situation Task/Action Result
RMSE r MAE RMSE r MAE RMSE r MAE

LIWC

Bagged CART 5.498 0.361 4.132 4.956 0.458 3.558 2.426 0.118 1.924

Random Forests 5.530 0.351 4.126 5.096 0.503 3.666 2.396 0.086 1.901

PLS 6.068 0.187 4.688 5.780 0.246 4.214 2.439 0.094 1.925

TF‐IDF

Bagged CART 4.865 0.550 3.630 4.416 0.610 3.131 2.165 0.399 1.646

Random Forests 4.901 0.586 3.574 4.370 0.647 3.052 2.244 0.325 1.723

PLS 4.637 0.602 3.447 4.052 0.667 2.839 2.236 0.368 1.683

All features

Bagged CART 4.875 0.546 3.640 4.429 0.607 3.168 2.137 0.421 1.650

Random Forests 4.946 0.559 3.658 4.451 0.641 3.149 2.220 0.336 1.722

PLS 4.934 0.537 3.748 4.206 0.651 3.034 2.376 0.307 1.834

Note: Highest r displayed in bold.

Abbreviations: LIWC, linguistic inquiry and word count; MAE, mean absolute error; PLS, partial least squares; RMSE, root mean square error; TF‐IDF, term
frequency‐inverse document frequency.
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interviewing is the type of questions asked of applicants, especially

past‐behavior questions, we focused on applicants' responses to

these questions. We thus implemented a suite of algorithms to detect

the presence of absence of stories and their narrative elements

(descriptions of situation, task/action, and results) from features

automatically coded in transcribed speech.

Our findings demonstrate the feasibility of machine learning for

identifying storytelling, with random forest producing 78% accuracy.

Among other performance measures, specificity, or the proportion of

negative predictions, was rather low. Both the presence or absence

of stories in responses to past‐behavior questions and the prevalence

of three types of narrative elements (STAR) are predictable from a

relatively arbitrary set of initial features. We found that both random

forest and support vector machine algorithms worked well for story

prediction. Further, for predicting the counts of STAR elements, PLS

using TF‐IDF features worked best for utterances about the situation

and about tasks/action, whereas bagged CART worked best for

predicting utterances about results.

Our findings have implications for applicant coaching in

behavioral interviews. Because applicants may not be used to

situational questions or past‐behavior questions, they may not be

able to provide appropriate answers. Indeed, storytelling responses

to past‐behavior questions are difficult to produce on‐the‐fly (Brosy

et al., 2016) and thus occur infrequently (Bangerter et al., 2014;

Brosy et al., 2020), with participants often producing less appropriate

responses like pseudostories or describing their traits, beliefs, or

opinions. This in turn may reduce their hiring recommendations

(Bangerter et al., 2014). Interview coaching programs help applicants

tell more effective stories in response to past‐behavior questions, for

example, by training them to construct stories that fulfill effective-

ness criteria like consistency, relevance, level of detail, and the like

(Ralston et al., 2003) or by training them to employ the STAR rule in

constructing stories (Lukacik et al., 2022; Tross & Maurer, 2008).

Such programs can increase applicant performance (Maurer &

Solamon, 2006) and interview validity (Maurer et al., 2008). But they

are costly to implement, requiring access to a coach to deliver

tailored feedback. Automatically identified parameters of applicant

responses may serve as a basis for communicating such tailored

feedback to applicants about their performance, thus partially

replacing a coach, or complementing a coach's activity. For example,

a system could provide simple verbal feedback advising applicants to

“talk about a specific episode you experienced” in case their initial

response is identified as not being a story, or to emphasize certain

aspects of the story, e.g., “describe in more detail what the task was

TABLE 4 Feature importance for predicting utterance counts about situation (all features models).

Bagged classification and
regression trees Random forest Partial least squares

et (and) 92.178 aussi (also) 79.386 ARTICLES 98.992

que (that) 85.818 et (and) 77.043 CONJUNCTIONS 76.576

de (of) 71.999 travailler (work) 76.864 COGNITIVE PROCESSES 73.313

était (was) 57.673 quelqu (some) 76.151 ben (well) 72.482

PAST TENSE 53.127 ANXIETY 76.011 RELATIVITY 69.901

c 46.997 de (of) 75.895 ils (they) 66.449

NEGATIVE EMOTION 43.528 que (that) 75.604 était (was) 54.903

à (to) 42.602 avant (before) 75.029 voilà (there) 53.988

on (one/we) 39.719 ils (they) 73.340 VERBS 52.787

THIRD PERS PLURAL 39.513 mai 71.857 PREPOSITIONS 52.548

FIRST PERS SINGULAR 38.933 mettre (put) 71.252 effectif (effectiv) 51.937

HEARING 38.446 le (the) 70.298 vrai (true) 51.348

PREPOSITIONS 38.251 était (was) 70.204 gen 50.339

AUXILIARY VERBS 37.525 ou (or) 69.880 trè 50.254

donc (so) 37.333 voilà (there) 69.833 pui 48.754

CAUSATION 36.569 ça (that) 69.092 NONFLUENCIES 48.584

THIRD PERS SINGULAR 35.638 y (to) 69.008 elle (she) 46.155

le (the) 35.600 donc (so) 68.684 là (there) 46.076

FUNCTION WORDS 34.974 euh (uh) 68.318 ça (that) 44.716

PERS PRONOUNS 34.361 il (he) 67.377 quelqu (some) 44.098

Note: Original French stems in italics, English translations in parentheses wherever the stem is interpretable, LIWC categories (English) in capitals.
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and what you actually did” if they produced many more situation

utterances than task/action utterances, as is often the case

(Bangerter et al., 2014).

Future research might explore the efficacy of such brief

interventions on applicant storytelling behavior and interview

performance, either in a traditional format or a AVI format. Testing

effects of different interventions based on the model predictions is

especially important because the predictive performance of the

current models is not perfect. Considering the relatively low

specificity values (0.52 for random forest and 0.58 for support

vector machine), negative predictions about storytelling may often be

incorrect. Applicants who respond with a story but whose responses

are misclassifed and who are thus advised to “talk about a specific

episode you experienced” may react with confusion. Further,

predictions of STAR utterances would need to be translated into

specific feedback to be effective, for example, by determining a

threshold for the number of utterances to trigger advice to

participants to produce more utterances of a specific kind.

Future research might also attempt to improve the predictive

power of the current analyses. While random forest performs well for

small sample sizes (Qi, 2012), training algorithms on larger data sets,

or using more powerful (e.g., deep learning) algorithms or a

combination of both could substantially improve the quality of our

predictions.

Future research might also explore the utility of devising

question‐specific models. In our study, we did not have enough data

to do this. However, specific questions create contexts for answers,

and storytelling answers may be more easily detectable based on

question‐specific words rather than generic words. However, such

analyses require large datasets and potentially limit the utility of the

findings to a specific question, which may only be feasible for

organizations with a high volume of applicants.

There are some limitations to this study. First, we based our

analyses on transcripts. In a fully fledged prediction pipeline, it would

be desirable to implement automatic speech recognition (ASR) to

eliminate time‐intensive manual transcription. It is unknown how the

current predictive performance of storytelling and STAR narrative

elements would change when based on automatically transcribed

speech. Future research might use an ASR component to generate

the features for the current models. Another limitation is the focus on

exclusively textual features to predict storytelling. Because story-

telling is a multimodal phenomenon (Bangerter et al., 2011; Bavelas

et al., 2014; Okada et al., 2016), including prosodic or visual features

in a predictive model might increase performance. Indeed, low‐level

TABLE 5 Feature importance for predicting for predicting utterance counts about task/action (all features models).

Bagged classification and
regression trees Random forest Partial least squares

de (of) 96.373 les (the) 84.128 COGNITIVE PROCESS 91.597

donc (so) 83.283 de (of) 84.038 été (been) 88.223

et (and) 72.544 donc (so) 81.069 collaborer (collaborate) 85.462

les (the) 65.356 et (and) 79.210 ARTICLES 82.033

on (one/we) 46.945 qu 75.835 est.c (is that) 79.667

MOVEMENT 44.426 l 74.057 VERBS 74.635

des (some) 41.386 des (some) 72.989 CONJUNCTIONS 67.377

qu 38.110 que (that) 70.119 FUNCTION WORDS 65.113

à (to) 37.651 qui (who) 69.757 se (him/herself) 64.408

qui (who) 35.284 est (is) 67.796 CAUSATION 64.401

CAUSATION 32.832 est.c 67.161 PERS PRONOUNS 64.186

l 32.406 on (one/we) 66.721 group (group) 63.043

ADVERB 30.781 a (has) 66.134 cas (case) 62.546

que (that) 30.503 MOVEMENT 66.054 ça (that) 62.276

RELATIVITY 29.333 pour (for) 65.982 PRONOUNS 62.130

en (in) 29.133 euh (uh) 65.282 TIME 61.658

WORK 28.246 equip (equip) 64.530 NONFLUENCIES 61.099

tout (all) 28.080 RELATIVITY 64.340 FIRST PERS SINGULAR 60.656

euh (uh) 27.651 ce (this) 63.841 ils (they) 59.486

ACHIEVEMENT 26.342 etaient (were) 63.346 avoi 59.326

Note: Original French stems in italics, English translations in parentheses wherever the stem is interpretable, LIWC categories (English) in capitals.
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nonverbal and paraverbal features could potentially be useful as

indicators of responses like storytelling. For example, Nguyen et al.

(2014) found in their study (where applicants responded to past‐

behavior questions) that both longer speaking time and longer turn

duration in applicants and interviewer backchannel behavior corre-

lated with hireability ratings, but did not analyze whether participants

told stories or not. In a separate analysis of the same data set,

Bangerter et al. (2014) coded storytelling and found that it correlated

with the same hireability ratings. It is thus plausible that the speech‐

related and visual features predictive of hireability ratings in Nguyen

et al. (2014) represent nonverbal correlates of storytelling activity,

which involves narrators (applicants) taking extended turns and

audiences (recruiters) adopting listening roles (hence their production

of backchannels). Combining these features with the textual features

we investigated might increase predictive performance.

Despite these limitations, the current study contributes to

developing machine learning approaches to analyze applicant verbal

behavior within the framework of behavioral interviewing. By

enabling automatic identification of a key dimension of responses

to past‐behavior questions, namely storytelling, we enable better

content‐based analyses of applicants' verbal responses. This in turn

may contributes to designing feedback delivery systems for interview

coaching that help them to better tell their stories, and thus

ultimately improve the functioning of behavioral interviews.
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